Tech Tips for Grandparents
The holidays are a time to connect with our loved ones near and far. As much as naysayers
like to dismiss technology as a barrier to meaningful communication and connection, at
Bridges Together we believe that technology can be an effective tool for bonding and
sharing special moments!
TAKE A LOOK AT OUR TOP 10 (PLUS ONE BONUS!) TIPS FOR USING
TECHNOLOGY TO CONNECT GENERATIONS:

1: MUSIC TO OUR EARS
Create a playlist of each other’s favorite songs from different decades
on music-streaming app Spotify. You can make your playlist
collaborative as well as share it with others virtually, including via email,
WhatsApp, and Facebook Messenger. Take it one step further and have
a dance party! Alternatively, create individual playlists of your favorite
songs to share with each other as a way to learn about and appreciate
the music that touches and inspires each of you.

2: ALL IN THE FAMILY
Explore your genealogy and learn more about your family’s story. Sites such as
Ancestry.com make finding information and records so simple – set up a date to sit down
and get started. (The website offers a free 14-day trial. Otherwise, membership fees apply.)
In addition to sharing about important dates in people’s lives, share about character and
physical traits, professions, and hobbies. What patterns emerge?

3: FUN AND GAMES
Play games together – even if you live far away! Did you catch that
article about the 22-year old and 81-year-old who met online – and then
bonded in person – all because of Words with Friends and the app’s chat
function? There are loads of games you can play on a computer or
mobile device that allow for an interactive element with others, including
Scrabble, chess, and checkers.
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4: KEEP ‘EM GUESSING
Download Heads Up onto a mobile device. This game is
essentially a guessing game, but it has the added features of extra
categories (including “Act it Out,” i.e. charades) as well as a video
playback feature so the “actor” can see what he or she looked like
while desperately trying to get people to guess!

5: THE FAMILY THAT LEARNS TOGETHER…
Pick a topic to research and discover all of the online resources at your fingertips.
Depending on the age of the younger generation, the topic could be as simple as a favorite
animal or as complex as a current news event. Perhaps you could plan a trip together. Use
the internet to research and then create a presentation to show other family members using
a tool such as Canva’s free online presentation software.

6: STORY TIME
Share a story! Create a free account at a story-sharing platform such as Pass it Down to
record each other’s memories. Pass it Down allows for written stories, as well as video and
picture uploads.

7: WINDOW INTO YOUR WORLD
Set up a regular FaceTime or Skype date. Technology has made
staying in touch easier than ever – use it to your advantage. You can
use FaceTime or Skype to visually share a family tradition (like
baking) or a new skill (like a child’s dance routine).

8: EVERYONE’S A TEACHER
Give the gift of “technology tutoring.” Youth may want to give a grandparent a “coupon”
for a social media tutorial; grandparents may have their own tech skill they want to share,
such as iPhone photography.
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9: BOOK WORMS
Lend Kindle books to each other. If you are a Kindle user, you can loan a Kindle book to
another reader for 14 days. All that is required of the recipient is the free Kindle reading app.
This is an easy way to share favorite books. Consider posting a review on Goodreads when
you’re done!

10: A SNAPSHOT OF YOUR FAMILY
Digitize and share family albums. You know those old photos
(and slides!) in your attic? Getting them organized is a great
intergenerational project. First, set up a Dropbox or Google
Photos account to create albums that can be shared with others.
The next task is digitizing the photos. For highest quality, you’ll
want to use a scanner. However, there are some apps that allow
for scanning via your phone, such as PhotoScan. (Of course,
there are a number of services that will do this for you as well, but
half the fun is rummaging through the original prints together!)

11: GET SOCIAL
If you’re planning a big family reunion soon, consider joining forces with a younger
generation to set up a private Facebook group to allow for easier communication. Plus,
you can post pictures from your event!
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